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SIZE SPECIFICATION
MODULE 4M MODULE 6M MODULE 9M MODULE 12M

2000mm x 2000mm 
x2350mm

3000mm x 2000mm 
x2350mm

3000mm x 3000mm 
x2350mm

4000mm x 3000mm 
x2350mm

QUICK DELIVERY
Entirely designed & manufactured at our HQ in
the UK, select from multiple available set ups
and we will ship to you in a matter of days.

SIMPLE CONSTRUCTION
We provide a solution with detailed instructions
that is easily constructed by anyone with basic
DIY skills.

FLEXIBLE VALIDATION
Once installed, the Cleanroom is ready to be
validated to the required classification.

BESPOKE OPTIONS AVAILABLE
The ability to offer bespoke designs means our 
solutions can accommodate specific user 
requirements, ensuring maximum efficiency.

IMPROVED ALUMINIUM FRAMEWORK
Specifically designed for Cleanroom use, Monmouth
have developed a structure that is constructed from
smooth profiles and free of horizontal surfaces,
significantly reducing the potential of particulate
build-up.

FUTUREPROOF CONSTRUCTION
The lightweight, modular construction can be
expanded, reduced, dismantled and relocated easily
and quickly at any time.

SOFT-CLOSE SLIDING DOORS
Monmouth’s Soft-Close Sliding Doors guarantee the
highest quality finish to entrance ways as well as
maximising the available space within the 
Cleanroom.

THE HIGHEST QUALITY
UK Designed and Manufactured, our Cleanrooms
conform fully to BS EN 14644 certification and offer
clean air to ISO Class 6, 7 or 8.

DESCRIPTION
Cleanroom Kits is the new and easy Modular 
Cleanroom concept brought to you by 
Monmouth Scientific.   

Entirely designed & manufactured at our HQ in the 
UK, select from multiple available setups and we 
will ship to you in a matter of days. We provide 
a solution with detailed instructions that is easily 
constructed by anyone with basic DIY skills. Once 
installed, the cleanroom is ready to be validated to 
the required classification.

Specifically designed for Cleanroom use, Monmouth 
have developed a structure that is constructed from 
smooth profiles and free of horizontal surfaces, 
significantly reducing the potential of particulate 
build-up.

Smooth Finish Aluminium for easy cleaning and no 
entrapment of particulate. Some aluminium is ribbed 
or grooved along its length making extrusion easier 
and cheaper – it also hides marks that are common 
in manufacture. These ribs and grooves are hiding 
places for dust and particulate and need regular 
cleaning.
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